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Product Specifi cations

see it your way...

LB
Kg

wARRANTY

VESA MIS-D

Black, grey 
or medical 

white

75x75mm
100x100mm

Optional

12.7kg

3 Years 

Yes

1130mm

130mm

+/-90°

L/P

+/-90°

24" 

T2 with Paralink is the premier rigid 
arm LCD mount. This arm features 
full cable management from wall to 
monitor. The cables are completely 
hidden inside the unit, even at the joints 
allowing full range of movement as if 
there are no wires connected.

The T2 with Paralink range has the capacity to 
extend up to 1130mm (44.4”) from the wall and 
fold to within 150mm (5.9”) when not in use and 
can support monitors or monitors and keyboards 
combinations up to 12.7kg.

Available in monitor or combination monitor and 
keyboard confi gurations, desk, wall or pole mount 
fi ttings. Select from a wide range of keyboard options 
including ergonomic, composite and 12” mini fl at. 
Finishes include medical white, light grey or black.

T2 with Paralink LCD LEDT2 with Paralink LCD LED
Wall Mount SeriesWall Mount Series



•  Massive 1130mm (44.4") of max reach to front of monitor, 
1550mm (61") to front of keyboard tray.

• Hard wearing, durable powder coat fi nish.
•  12.7kg of max weight when used with both monitor and 

monitor and keyboard combination.
• User friendly ergonomic height and reach adjustment.
• Cables route neatly through the arm.
•  Can be cleaned with hospital grade solutions up to 10,000 

bleach per 1,000,000.
•  Optional components include dedicated mouse pad, gel wrist 

rest, wall track and barcode scanner.
• Touch screen stable.
• Available in medical white, light grey or black fi nish.

Arm Ext.: 

Monitor Height Adjust 

Tilt Adjustment: 

Monitor Swivel

Monitor Orientation 

Colour

Touch Screen Stable

Keyboard and Mouse Tray

Max Monitor Weight

Product Warranty

1130mm

130mm

+/-90°

+/-90°

Landscape or portrait

Black, medical white or 

grey

Yes

Available

12.7kg
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P-WT2-MW       T2 compact, no extension, Paralink 

monitor attachment, monitor only. 
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-QG       T2 compact, no extension, Paralink 
monitor attachment, monitor only. 
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-TB         T2 compact, no extension, Paralink 
monitor attachment, monitor only. 
Wall mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KPB-MW       T2 compact, no extension, wall 
Paralink monitor attachment. 
Paralink keyboard attachment. 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KPB-QG        T2 compact, no extension, wall 
Paralink monitor attachment. 
Paralink keyboard attachment. 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount.  Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KPB-TB        T2 compact, no extension, wall 
Paralink monitor attachment. 
Paralink keyboard attachment. 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KPC-MW      T2 compact, no extension, wall 
Paralink monitor attachment. 
Paralink keyboard attachment. 
Composite keyboard tray. 

  Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KPC-QG        T2 compact, no extension, wall 
Paralink monitor attachment. 
Paralink keyboard attachment. 
Composite keyboard tray. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KPC-TB      T2 compact, no extension, wall 
Paralink monitor attachment. 
Paralink keyboard attachment. 
Composite keyboard tray. 
Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P-WT2-KP12F-MW       T2 compact, no extension, Paralink 

monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment. Ultra 12" 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KP12F-QG      T2 compact, no extension, Paralink 
monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment. Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KP12F-TB         T2 compact, no extension, Paralink 
monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment. Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KUB-MW       T2 compact, no extension,  
Paralink monitor attachment. 
Ultra keyboard attachment. Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KUB-QG         T2 compact, no extension,  
Paralink monitor attachment. 
Ultra keyboard attachment. Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KUB-TB         T2 compact, no extension,  
Paralink monitor attachment. 
Ultra keyboard attachment. Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KUC-MW      T2 compact, no extension, wall 
Paralink monitor attachment. Ultra 
keyboard attachment. Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount

  Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KUC-QG      T2 compact, no extension, wall 
Paralink monitor attachment. Ultra 
keyboard attachment. Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KUC-TB      T2 compact, no extension, wall 
Paralink monitor attachment. Ultra 
keyboard attachment. Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount
Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P-WT2-KU12F-MW       T2 compact, no extension, Paralink 

monitor attachment, Ultra keyboard 
attachment. Ultra 12" mini fl at 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 

  Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KU12F-QG       T2 compact, no extension, Paralink 
monitor attachment, Ultra keyboard 
attachment. Ultra 12” mini fl at 
keyboard tray. Wall mount.  Light 
grey fi nish.

EMT2P-WT2-KU12F-TB           T2 compact, no extension, Paralink 
monitor attachment, Ultra keyboard 
attachment. Ultra 12” mini fl at 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. Black 
fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-MW       T2 single 300mm (12") LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
monitor only. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-QG        T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
monitor only. Wall mount. Light 
grey fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-TB        T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
monitor only. Wall mount. Black 
fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KPB-MW      T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Paralink keyboard attachment,   
  Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray.   
  Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KPB-QG      T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Paralink keyboard attachment,   
  Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray.   
  Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KPB-TB      T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Paralink keyboard attachment,   
  Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray.   
  Wall mount. Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P12-WT2-KPC-MW       T2 single 300mm (12") LCD arm.

Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KPC-QG       T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD arm.
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KPC-TB         T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD arm.
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KP12F-MW      T2 single 300mm (12") LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra 12" mini fl at keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KP12F-QG     T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra 12” mini fl at keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KP12F-TB       T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra 12” mini fl at keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KUB-MW      T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Ultra keyboard attachment,   
  Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray.   
  Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KUB-QG       T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Ultra keyboard attachment,   
  Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray.   
  Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KUB-TB       T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Ultra keyboard attachment,   
  Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray.   
  Wall mount. Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P12-WT2-KUC-MW       T2 single 300mm (12") LCD arm.

Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KUC-QG       T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD arm.
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KUC-TB         T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD arm.
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KU12F-MW      T2 single 300mm (12") LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Ultra 12" 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KU12F-QG     T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P12-WT2-KU12F-TB       T2 single 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-MW      T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  monitor only. Wall mount. 
  Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-QG      T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  monitor only. Wall mount. 
  Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-TB      T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  monitor only. Wall mount. 
  Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P20-WT2-KPB-MW       T2 single 500mm (20") LCD arm.

Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KPB-QG       T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD arm.
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KPB-TB           T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD arm.
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KPC-MW       T2 single 500mm (20") LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KPC-QG       T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KPC-TB      T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KP12F-MW     T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Paralink keyboard attachment.   
  Ultra 12" mini fl at keyboard tray.  
  Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KP12F-QG    T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Paralink keyboard attachment.   
  Ultra 12” mini fl at keyboard tray.  
  Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KP12F-TB    T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Paralink keyboard attachment.   
  Ultra 12” mini fl at keyboard tray.  
  Wall mount. Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P20-WT2-KUB-MW       T2 single 500mm (20") LCD arm.

Paralink monitor attachment, 
Ultra keyboard attachment, Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KUB-QG       T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD arm.
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Ultra keyboard attachment, Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KUB-TB             T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD arm.
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Ultra keyboard attachment, Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KUC-MW       T2 single 500mm (20") LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KUC-QG        T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KUC-TB       T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KU12F-MW     T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Ultra keyboard attachment.   
  Ultra 12" mini fl at keyboard tray.  
  Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KU12F-QG    T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Ultra keyboard attachment.   
  Ultra 12” mini fl at keyboard tray.  
  Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P20-WT2-KU12F-TB    T2 single 500mm (20”) LCD 
  arm. Paralink monitor attachment,  
  Ultra keyboard attachment.   
  Ultra 12” mini fl at keyboard tray.  
  Wall mount. Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P1212-WT2-MW       T2 short reach, double 300mm 

(12") + 300mm (12") LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
monitor only. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-QG       T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
monitor only. Wall mount.  

  Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-TB             T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
monitor only. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KPB-MW            T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KPB-QG            T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KPB-TB            T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KPC-MW             T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray.   
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KPC-QG            T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray.   
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KPC-TB            T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray.   
Wall mount. Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P1212-WT2-KP12F-MW      T2 short reach, double 300mm 

(12") + 300mm (12") LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra 12" mini fl at keyboard tray.
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KP12F-QG      T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra 12” mini fl at keyboard tray.
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KP12F-TB       T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra 12” mini fl at keyboard tray.
Wall mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KUB-MW            T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Ultra keyboard attachment, Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KUB-QG     T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Ultra keyboard attachment, Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KUB-TB            T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Ultra keyboard attachment, Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KUC-MW             T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KUC-QG             T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KUC-TB                     T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P1212-WT2-KU12F-MW      T2 short reach, double 300mm 

(12") + 300mm (12") LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Ultra 12" 
mini fl at keyboard tray.Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KU12F-QG      T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray.Wall mount. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1212-WT2-KU12F-TB       T2 short reach, double 300mm 
(12”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray.Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-MW             T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
monitor only mounted above arm. 
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-QG      T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
monitor only mounted above arm. 
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-TB             T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
monitor only mounted above arm. 
Wall mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KPB-MW            T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EEMT2P1220-WT2-KPB-QG     T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KPB-TB                     T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P1220-WT2-KPC-MW      T2 medium reach, double 500mm 

(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray.
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KPC-QG        T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray.
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KPC-TB      T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Composite keyboard tray.
Wall mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KP12F-MW            T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra 12" mini fl at keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KP12F-QG     T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra 12” mini fl at keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KP12F-TB            T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra 12” mini fl at keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KUB-MW            T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Ultra keyboard attachment, Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. 

  Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EEMT2P1220-WT2-KUB-QG     T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Ultra keyboard attachment, Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KUB-TB                     T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Ultra keyboard attachment, Ultra 
ergonomic keyboard tray. Wall 
mount. Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P1220-WT2-KUC-MW      T2 medium reach, double 500mm 

(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 

  Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KUC-QG        T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 

  Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KUC-TB      T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KU12F-MW            T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Ultra 12" 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KU12F-QG     T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P1220-WT2-KU12F-TB            T2 medium reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 300mm (12”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment, Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-MW             T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, monitor only.

  Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-QG              T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, monitor only.
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-TB             T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, monitor only.
Wall mount. Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P2020-WT2-KPB-MW      T2 long reach, double 500mm 

(20”) + 500mm (20”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KPB-QG      T2 long reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 500mm (20”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KPB-TB      T2 long reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 500mm (20”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, 
Paralink keyboard attachment, 
Ultra ergonomic keyboard tray. 
Wall mount. Black fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KPC-MW     T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KPC-QG     T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KPC-TB             T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KP12F-MW            T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment. Ultra 12" 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KP12F-QG     T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment. Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KP12F-TB     T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment. Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.
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Part Number   Description 
EMT2P2020-WT2-KUB-MW      T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 

+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Ultra keyboard 
attachment, Ultra ergonomic 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. Medical 
white fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KUB-QG      T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Ultra keyboard 
attachment, Ultra ergonomic 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. Light 
grey fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KUB-TB      T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Ultra keyboard 
attachment, Ultra ergonomic 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. Black 
fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KPC-MW     T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KPC-QG     T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KPC-TB             T2 long reach, double 500mm (20”) 
+ 500mm (20”) LCD arm. Paralink 
monitor attachment, Paralink 
keyboard attachment, Composite 
keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KU12F-MW            T2 long reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 500mm (20”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment. Ultra 12" 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Medical white fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KU12F-QG             T2 long reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 500mm (20”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment. Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Light grey fi nish.

EMT2P2020-WT2-KU12F-TB             T2 long reach, double 500mm 
(20”) + 500mm (20”) LCD arm. 
Paralink monitor attachment, Ultra 
keyboard attachment. Ultra 12” 
mini fl at keyboard tray. Wall mount. 
Black fi nish.
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O
ptional Extras

Part Number Description 
EMTMD12  300mm (12") MD aluminium wall track
EMTMD26  660mm (26”) MD aluminium wall track
EMTMD36  910mm (36”) MD aluminium wall track

EMTAMD2KIT  Elite track mount adaptor kit

EMBICWMPAD  Specially designed to fi t the Ultra 
Ergonomic (standard width) keyboard 
support tray. Finished in blue.

EMB000S540  Gel wrist rest

EMKSCANBRK-QG  Barcode scanner bracket to attach to 
Ultra keyboard tray, Light Grey 

EMKSCANBRK-TB  Barcode scanner bracket to attach to 
Ultra keyboard tray, Black

EMKSCANBRK-MW  Barcode scanner bracket to attach to 
Ultra keyboard tray, Medical white

EMKACCBRK-QG  Barcode scanner bracket to attach to 
Composite keyboard tray, Light grey.

EMKACCBRK-TB  Barcode scanner bracket to attach to 
Composite keyboard tray, Black.

EMKACCBRK-MW  Barcode scanner bracket to attach to 
Composite keyboard tray, Medical white.

 EMPAM  Power pack mount
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MW
Medical White

QG
Light Grey

TB
Black

Finishes

Monitor and keyboard folds 
to within 300mm.

Monitor only folds to within 
150mm.

1550mm (61”)

1400mm (55”)


